Nacton Road FAQs
What will be the impact on traffic during the works?
-

Some traffic control and lane closures will be in place to allow safe operations on site which
may impact traffic flows. Wherever possible we’ll be limiting traffic management measures
to enable free flow of traffic. We’ll also continually review working arrangements onsite in
order to help manage traffic and we will adjust timings of work where possible if work is
having a significant impact.

Why are the works taking so long?
-

As the works are in a traffic sensitive location our aim is to minimise disruption and keep
traffic flowing. This means we are limiting the activity onsite which results in it taking longer
overall to complete the work. We could increase the number of men working on site and the
areas of work, however this would significantly impact on traffic flows and cause further
disruption.

Can you publish the detailed plan of the works?
-

Some elements of the scheme are still being designed and are not yet complete. At this
stage we are just giving prior warning to the start of Phase 1 of the works and we will release
further information once we are clear on what further work will be done and when.

How will exits from the industrial park be effected/what impact will these works have on exiting
the industrial estate?
-

There are no road closures planned, other than the overnight resurfacing works during the
latter part of Phase 1, therefore access will be maintained at all other time. There will be
some lane closures at the Central Avenue roundabout whilst some of the widening takes
place, which may impact on traffic flows whilst the number of lanes and width of road is
reduced, but access will be possible.

I use the Ravenswood roundabout regularly, how will it affect me coming and going from the
Ravenswood estate?
-

During Phase 1 there are no works at Ravenswood roundabout, details of the work here are
currently being developed and will form part of the communications in the future on the
next phases. Traffic heading north towards Felixstowe Road may be affected whilst lane
closures are in place at the Sainsbury’s and Central Avenue roundabouts.

What are the pedestrian plans for Ravenswood end of Ransome's Way as I notice the crossing is
being moved towards Sainsbury’s? This is not helping people without cars who work in Havens as
bus service terminates at John Lewis off peak.
-

The pedestrian crossing at the Central Avenue roundabout is moving approximately10
metres north (towards Sainsbury’s). Pedestrian facilities at the Ravenswood end of
Ransome’s Way are currently being designed and will form part of a future phase of the

works. Once details are finalised they will be communicated as part of the progress update
on the scheme.
Have there been any considerations regarding the wildlife on the roundabout?
-

Suffolk County Council’s Ecology Officer has attended site to review the wildlife. He will visit
again to survey the site prior to the start of works and provide a licence to undertake work
which will address any environmental/wildlife issues.

